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- CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO - 

UNCHAINED 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Departmental road D951, around 11:38 PM 

Indre-et-Loire, on the outskirts of the city of Blois 

At high speed 

 

 

Finishing writing his SMS to Mac Coy, Sagen contem-

plates, fascinated, the parade of the fantastic "harnesses of the 

road". These long harnesses that made the Darwinians legendary. 

Like what... this crazy Beagle was a bit down to earth, at 

least at the beginning. He couldn't ignore motorized vehicles. 

That's how they took Chambord. And seeing them at work, I un-

derstand better. 

The images of the raids led by the Darwinians bluffed the 

whole planet. But to see it, to experience it, is simply amazing. 

These cars, these trucks, these motorcycles bristling with iron 

frames, to which are attached ropes that pull bicycles in line and 

by dozens are an extraordinary spectacle. Under a half moon, and 

in the glow of the headlights that cast crazy shadows on the trees 

along the road, Sagen is caught between a deep anguish and a cer-

tain fascination. 
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The image that comes to him is that of Roman chariots run-

ning into the circus maximus, but mounted upside down, as if the 

horses were running behind their driver. And this whole little 

world is screaming at the top of its voice, brandishing a crossbow, 

a machete, a cutlass, or swirling a slingshot with one hand. 

Exalted, they go much too fast. Sagen has twice seen bikes 

get out of control and fall, the driver ending up crushed under the 

wheels of their truck or dislocated on the side of the road, bounc-

ing until he crashes like a puppet into a tree. 

This half-animal, half-military rampage projects him into a 

nocturnal western where the wild horde of the American West 

would have merged with the final and last episode of the "Mad 

Max" series set in the middle of the night. 

Sitting at the front in Sagen's truck, they close the cor-tège. 

It is the famous Cricri who is driving, the woman named Bet-tina 

having taken the lead of the horde. 

Slowing down. 

Shots are fired.  

In the distance. 

Gusts of wind. Explosions. 

Catastrophe, we are close to telescoping: trucks brake, stop 

quickly, bikes crush, mess, we get in... But the Darwinians have 

a hard skin. They get back in line. And wait. One foot on the 

ground, the other on the bike's pedal.  

Like an air of calm before the storm. A glance to the right. 

The horde has slanting to cross the Loire, on the Mitterrand bridge 

that straddles it at Blois. Silence. And suddenly, the sky lit up with 

red trails, cut by the trajectories of the flares. 

—  In my opinion, they've stumbled upon the army outpost 

guarding this bridge at Blois," says Sagen, with a hint of Ameri-

can accent in his voice, his oxygen goggles under his nostrils. 

— Yep. And in my opinion... the army, they're going to get 

fucked up by us... Oh, yeah?  It's calming down, though, looks 

like. 

Unreal silence. 

Barely disturbed by the hum of the engine. 

Then the sound of a helicopter. Blades flapping in the air. 

You can guess the silhouette of the flying machine, dark, all pro-

projectors lit, screaming in its megaphones to "get out". 
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The response is immediate. 

The whole colony of Darwinians screams and tears the 

night away, in chorus, raising their voices, their fists, and their 

weapons: 

 

“Darwin ! DARWIN ! Darwin ! DARWIN !” 

 

Another megaphone sound that this time rises to the 

ground. Female voice. Cricri smiles: 

 — Boy, that... that's Bettina. And I can tell you something 

about this helicopter... Well, it's not high enough, I say.  

The order bellowed in the megaphone is clear: 

 

“PEOPLE OF DARWIN, FIRE!” 

 

With their feet on the ground, whether with their slingshots, 

machine guns, pistols, bows, crossbows, slingshots... Darwin's 

people fire. 

The helicopter attempts a clearing maneuver. In vain. Prit 

in a cloud of projectiles, the windows are sprayed. The pilots, rid-

dled with arrows and bullets, die in a matter of seconds. 

The aircraft is taken by jolts. 

It falls. 

Drunkenness. Cries. Cheers. The clan is unleashed when 

the helicopter crashes into the Loire River and disappears into the 

waves. 

We leave at high speed. And we turn right towards the 

bridge, where Sagen sees the bodies of a dozen soldiers and men-

at-arms on the sides, bloody. You don't need to be a genius to 

guess that the bumps on which they bump are neither speed 

bumps nor potholes. 

In his career as an agent, Sagen will have seen many terri-

ble things. Torture, summary executions, lynchings... Mass sav-

agery is what always impressed him the most. But until then, he 

had never seen it carried out with such dis-cipline, nor perpetrated 

by people who all had a minimum of higher education. 

It's staggering. 

In fact... these people are warriors. Spartans. I think Sir 

Charles Darwin must be turning in... 
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Okay, but there is a second target. Add ALM. It goes with 
Sandwill. Pour the rest as soon as it's done. Send proof, 
otherwise no lungs. 
 

Vibration in his pocket. 

An alert on his smartphone. 

Seventy-five thousand dollars just arrived on his offshore 

account. 

Of course, within a second, text message from Mac Coy. 

He replies that he is on his way to the target and will send proof 

as soon as possible. 

Surprise. 

 

 

TXT – 11:41 pm - Mac Coy 

 

 

 

 

 

— Mr. Christian? 

— Call me Cricri, the amerlock. 

— I have the impression that my weapons are not useless 

to you. If you think we're in danger of finding worse, my stock is 

not far away, in Averdon, and... 

Frosty response. 

— Well, you'll take us there afterwards, right? 

— All right, as you wish... And where are we going? 

Cricket bursts out laughing. 

— You really think I'm going to tell you where we're go-

ing?  Do you think we're fools? You think I don't know that you're 

going to try to double-cross us? Where do you get your flingots 

from, huh? You don't want me to ask you that question, do you? 

So your job is to stay alive, here in the back with me. And enjoy 

the show. And when we bring Sandwill in, you'll negotiate his 

execution on the Dark Web with the highest bidder, and we'll 

pocket the millions. And worse, with the electro-technical equip-

ment in your truck... we'll do it in full view, on the internet, okay? 

Live! Clean, efficient. Human, even, we're not savages. And with 

this money, damn it, this money... we'll turn this people of win-

ners into the new lords of this world! 
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Around the same time,  

around 11:37 pm, French time, 

300 km above the surface of the Earth. 

 

 

— FRANQLIN, are you sure? 

— Yes, I'm sure. I'm detecting communications from the 

French army. They speak of a group on the move on the roads. It's 

about a 50-minute drive from the clinic where ALM and Sandwill 

are located. I confirm. It is in the direction. 

— Send the satellite image, please. 

Frightened, Mackto Urulala contemplates a whole column 

of vehicles pulling hundreds of bikes that are spinning at full ar-

mor on a road axis. All this little world is copiously armed. 

— What the hell? Holy fucking shit... of...  

— Before you ask me to write a message to Mr. Camacho, 

I have to pass on some information to clarify your reasoning. 

— FRANQLIN, sometimes I have as much life to disable 

you as I have to marry you. Send, damn it! 

— Point number one, your fans are getting impatient, they 

want live. Point number two, President Thomasson is trying to 

reach your private line. Point number three, the clinic's headquar-

ters is quiet, the attackers are being kept at a distance, but I think 

they are about to attempt an intrusion from the back. Item number 

four, former President Aaron Louis Mandala has come out of the 

coronary angiography room. He is in a wheelchair pushed by Mr. 

Sandwill, and the doctor is leading the way with a gun. 

Surprise, the billionaire's eyes are wide open. 

— Huh? And you're telling me this in point number 4? 

— I was saving the best for last. Here are the pictures.  

In her virtual reality helmet, videos of the corridors, where 

we see the trio leaving in the opposite direction, at high speed. 

They are in a hurry, and visibly trying to be and discreet. 

— Am I dreaming or ALM no longer has its ventilation 

mask? What's it got on its nose? I can see his face much better... 

— He has what I identify as "oxy-gene glasses". I detect an 

oxygen bottle hanging on the back of the chair. From what I read 

on the internet, it is a much less consequent mode of respiratory 
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aid than the mask that connected it to a ventilation machine, until 

recently. I deduce that he breathes better. 

The billionaire takes off her mask, and simply shouts: 

— Holy shit! Jesus fucking Christ, ALM is cured! Shit, and 

to think I can't even play this live! That would be the best show 

of my life! I can't take it anymore! I don't know who this cardiol-

ogist is, but this guy's got some serious balls, we're gonna have to 

recruit him one day in my health department, you hear 

FRANQLIN? 

Hop, mask back on the face. 

— Before calling Thomasson, you text Sandwill and warn 

him that there are people trying to get in through the back of the 

clinic. Please send him the satel-lites pictures.  

— But he has no idea who you are, Mackto. 

Ruminations. 

— Well, you sign "Mackto Urulala," finally!" A friend 

watching over you", whatever you want! Everybody knows me 

on this planet, damn it, FRANQLIN! 

— All right. I'm still going to match this mailing with a 

picture I made of you and President Thomasson, when he came to 

see you in your residence. 

— If you want, but hurry up, idiot! 

 

 

Around the same time, around 11:40 pm 

Castle of Chambord 

 

 

Mattei's Brigadier General knows it: the easy part of the job 

is over. Before the assault, the men of the GIGN blew up the tel-

ephone relay antennas in the surrounding area, which had been 

trapped for weeks waiting for this moment. Synchronizing, the 

snipers then shot down about fifteen lookouts; the others re-

grouped immediately inside the castle and are now invisible. The 

Darwinians, who remained within the walls of Chambord, may 

have been cut off from the other madmen who took to the road, 

but they are neither visible nor audible. 

Whatever. 

From the rooftops, they are being wiped out. 
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“Darwin? Darwin! Hello army! Are you coming? Come and see 

Darwin...” 

 

First test: the outside. Chambord is like a stone rectangle 

set in the middle of a totally green park surrounded, on two of its 

sides, by wide moats.  In its center, the heart of the castle, known 

as the Donjon, and its world-famous round towers. No magical 

underground accessible as we always have in the movies, they 

will have to cross in the open and will be very exposed.  

— Phase one, go. 

The GIGN announces the color: heading south-east and 

south-west, the two facades that don't look onto a moat, the first 

half of the men giving the assault cross the park on board of eight 

new multi-role armoured Griffon-type vehicles. The arrows hit 

the armour, but can do nothing, bouncing off the huge tires. The 

opportunity for the snipers to eliminate two more enemies, who 

had revealed themselves in time to shoot arrows. 

The Griffins, each carrying eight men, are a hundred strong 

and come to fit into the countless windows of the castle from the 

front. Dreadful din. Grappling hooks are set up, and then the men 

retreat: Once the window frames are removed, they rush into the 

large corridors to the south of the castle, moving forward under 

cover of their large "Ramses Shields." These shields, which are 

supposed to protect the men as well as the sarcophagus of the 

Egyptian ruler of the same name, are armoured shields on wheels 

that allow the men to move forward under cover. 

Two minutes. The time it takes for the two large stone gal-

leries on the south side of the castle to be taken and held. The 

library-shop of the castle will serve as a rear base, if the siege 

lasts. 

In the radios, we exchange: 

— From Mattei. We took the galleries. No resistance. We 

launch the assault on the inner courtyard towards the dungeon and 

will make noise in 15 seconds. Send the APC Sherpas in 60 sec-

onds. Teams in place, flood the courtyard with smoke. What do 

the drones say? 
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— A few heat signatures in the center of the castle, but, as 

expected, we're too bothered by the thickness of the stone to see 

more. 

— Come on. Masks to the nose, let's smoke 'em out. 

Mattei's brigadier general doesn't like this silence, but he 

knows we have to go. Smoke and stunning grenads are thrown 

into the courtyard, which turns into a noisy, cloudy battlefield. 

On the north-eastern and north-western slopes, the "Sher-

pas APC" fantastic are pouring down. Armoured trucks, with 

large telescopic platforms on top, carrying 10 men up to eight me-

ters above the ground, designed to take them to the doors of an 

airplane. 

During the siege of Chambord, the model was specially 

lengthened so that the footbridges could pass over the moat of the 

castle. Some vehicles fired tear gas through the windows, while 

others approached so that the platform spanned the moat and po-

sitioned the men facing windows on the second floor. 

As the men scramble to get in, the radios shout: 

— Damn it! These assholes have put up railings on the win-

dows! It wasn't described during the reconnaissance! It's super 

strong, it's welded by hand, they've just hung them up, I think! 

— Can you blow them up? 

— It weighs a ton, I have to use heavy stuff, because... 

What's the...? RHAAAAA!!!!! 

Through the windows of the floors above, synchronously, 

the men on the platforms are receiving bucketloads of boiling oil. 

The shields can do nothing: the oil spreads all over the place. 

No mercy, no respite. As the boiling soldiers scream in 

pain, flaming arrows shoot from the castle. One second: that's 

how long it takes for Mattei's men and their vehicle to turn into 

torches. 

Bawling, thirty of the best men of the French elite units 

throw themselves into the water of the moat or crash to the 

ground, while the vehicles try to clear themselves by retreating.  

Piles of stones now fell on them, as big as paving stones, 

and toppled from upper balconies, killing them instantly or sound-

ing enough to drown them.   

— This is Sherpa 3, north-east! Shit! Shit! Fall back! 

They're burning us down! 
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Governor Camacho, the president isolated himself in the 
bunker. You were right. Thomasson wants to fly ALM and 
Sandwill back into the territory with the help of the 
French. Something is delaying them. 
 

— Clarify, God damn it! Says Mattei. 

— Sherpa 3! They burned us with flaming liquid and now 

they're stoning us to death! This is shit! Fuck, I only have two 

men left standing! 

— South units, assault, cross the courtyard. Snipers, per-

mission to fire 50-caliber rounds through the walls. So much for 

heritage, fire at will. 

Snipers are having a field day. If a piece of thermal signa-

ture appears around a window or a balcony, the 50 calibres target 

the ledge. It's a massacre. The stone explodes and mixed with the 

shrapnel of the big free bullets the effect is that of a grenade. Who-

ever is behind it does not escape, shredded into pieces. 

Chambord, royal residence with five hundred years of good 

and loyal service, pride of the French nation, suffers in its flesh. 

 

 

Around the same time, around 5:41 p.m. 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, 

DC 20500, United States 

The White House, East Wing 

In the Executive Briefing Room, a stone's throw from the Bunker. 

 

 

Mac Coy. 

Alone. 

With his cell phones. 

Barely finishing his SMS to Sagen. 

 

 

TXT – 05:41 pm - Mac Coy 
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Stop calling Thomasson "president"! I don't understand 
anything you have the hand yes or shit Mac Coy? Are they 
going to take the plane, these two demo-crazy sub-shits? 
And my 75 00 dollars counts for nothing, or what? 
 

No fear. Think of it as good news. I think my man is the 
one who is doing the work. I'll get back to you soon. 

TXT – 05:41 pm - Camacho 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TXT – 05:42 pm - Mac Coy 

 

 

 

 

 

Mac Coy gets up, stretches. 

A phone rings, it's a landline. He picks it up, it's as expected 

an operator from the White House:   

— Councilman Mac Coy? I have the Quai d'Orsay on the 

line, in France, as requested. 

— Thank you. What time is it at home? 

— Soon midnight. I'll put them on. 

At the other end of the line, the voice is weary, but solid. 

There is a definite heat. And obviously, the man was falling 

asleep. Mac Coy has the impression of hearing a Breton shoulder-

high that would speak like Thomasson, but with a French accent 

that could be cut with a knife. 

Nevertheless, in summary, the voice is sympathetic: 

— Good evening, councilman Mac Coy! Nice to meet 

you," yawns the voice. Claude Maupas de Vimont, from the Quai 

d'Orsay, French Republic. 

— Good evening, sir, thank you for taking me so late. 

— Your ambassador asked me to call you back and neither 

I nor France ever deny anything to our old American friends. Even 

if it's getting late around here! I thought that I would be stronger 

to follow your exciting election tomorrow... but I imagine that 

your call will change things, won't it? 

— It just might. May I be direct? 

— But please, I'm a diplomat, so I talk too much. It is Mr. 

President, Acting Thomasson who wishes to give us a message, 

is that it? 
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— Not the least of it, I'm afraid. You are not without know-

ing that he supports the Democratic candidate Archibald Sandwill 

for the presidential election. Well, his vice-president is... Aaron 

Louis Mandala. The information has been kept secret until now.  

Claude Maupas de Vimont jumps up and sits in his bed, 

stiff as a post. 

— The least we can say is that you succeeded. We didn't 

see anything coming. 

— I... have... another piece of news about something we 

did not... succeed. Mr. Thomasson would like to speak with Pres-

ident Marc-Antoine Théron as a matter of urgency. 

— Of course, and with pleasure. If, however, it is no longer 

urgent, and within the framework of a reason of State. 

— Mr. Maupas de Vimont... ALM, and Sandwill are cur-

rently on your territory. In France. I think that Mr. Thomasson 

needs your help to make his two candidates return quickly to 

American soil. 

Sideration. The old diplomat crushes his phone. 

— Is this a joke? 

— Not at all. 

Silence. 

Claude Maupas de Vimont has always loved the life rich with 

inexhaustible surprises that the job of diplomat holds. Here, the 

string is big. No warning. No message from the DGSI. Nothing 

that would lead one to believe such a story. Agreed answer, al-

ways dressed in that dreadful French accent. 

— I... would like to make a few phone calls before notify-

ing the presidency, to make sure you're right. I think you will un-

derstand my position. 

Mac Coy feels his insides twisting. Thomasson. Republi-

cans. War. Camacho. Without knowing why or how, this torn be-

ing will draw all the necessary energy and words from deep inside 

him.  

— Yes, I understand, Mr. Maupas de Vimont. But I will try 

to enlighten you as to the true nature of your position. It is... priv-

ileged. Beautiful. Noble. And we, the United States of America, 

now in perdition, are fortunate to have enjoyed the support of your 

great nation in the past. Just as you have often been able to count 

on ours. Your position, Mr. Maupas, is to decide to send the young 
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General de Lafayette to save us with 10 seconds before you to 

decide. If you let go of that phone... we both know that we're go-

ing to lose very precious time.    

— Thank you, Mr. Mac Coy. I'll make sure the right people 

call you back quickly. 

  

 

Around the same time, around 11:40 pm 

In the corridors of the Tuffeau Clinic, 

Edge of the village of Mosnes, in the outskirts of Amboise. 

 

 

Caution.  

And speed. 

We zigzag through the corridors of the clinic, among the 

ghostly furniture and empty rooms. Admittedly, I have a few 

years of shooting behind me. But static shooting, warm and quiet 

behind a stand, with fixed, paper targets, and in broad daylight, 

without having behind me the two American presidential candi-

dates, one of whom is in a wheelchair recovering from pulmonary 

oedema. 

But there's a noticeable difference: when I was shooting, I 

wasn't on massive doses of steroids. 

There's nothing to tell, the effect of these steroids is bluff-

ing. I am alert, lively, irritable, subject to a delirious emotional 

yo-yo, but I almost feel like finding out.  

I'm not afraid. 

Even though my gut keeps telling me to run away from this 

place as fast as I can. Archie Sandwill, a debonair, says to me:  

— Doctor Lafaye? You were wondering which way it 

would be safe to go out? Well, I have Silvio's answer and he sends 

me a message. It is Marge who answers... 

— Marge? Marge what? Simpson? 

He smiles: 

— Not far! In any case, short for Margaret... They hold the 

entrance and are under heavy fire, they ask us to join them cau-

tiously and without exposing us. I answer that we are coming. 

— Very well, we take on the left. 
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While I usually have no sense of direction, I remember the 

slightest detail of our arrival here, and move smoothly in the half-

light. We pass through tidy waiting rooms, services, corridors... 

when finally, we start to glimpse on the signs the word "Exit". 

— What do you think? Unknown sender... But why does 

one send me a picture of Thomasson with... Ah yes, this woman, 

there... Do you know about her? The crazy, super rich... who is 

into cell phones ! 

— Keep moving, Sandwill! We've got other things to do! 

is getting angry ALM. 

— Aaron, we've got to watch! Maybe it's important! Do 

you recognize it? he says as he hands his cell phone to ALM. 

— Gentlemen, keep it down! Shut up, damn it! 

Well my want Guy, you realize a second who you're talking 

to, there? 

I don't know what these two zozos are doing behind my 

back, but I have something else in mind. In front of me, move-

ment. 

I know that figure. That's Margaret. She's coming down a 

hallway with a gun to her shoulder. 

Relief. 

As for ALM, he expresses himself without restraint by 

looking at the phone: 

— This is Mackto Urulala, the billionaire! Oh Look! An-

other message! "From a magical friend looking at you, watch out, 

you are being attacked from the back of the clinic".  

Tilt. Thanks to the corticoids. I understand the words in-

stantly. And as Margaret comes at us, I turn around, push with all 

my strength on my legs, and jump violently on Sandwill and ALM 

to put them on the floor. 

Even though I can't make out Margaret, our voices unite, 

shouting exactly the same thing.  

— Lie down! Get down! 
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- CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE - 

ULTIMATE CONVERGENCE 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

11:41 p.m., Palais de l'Élysée,  

55 Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, Paris 

Official residence of the President of the French Republic,  

Mr Marc-Antoine Théron 

 

 

Hyperactive. 

If he had devoted his life to artistic creation rather than pol-

itics, he would probably have been called productive as produc-

tion would have been continuous. 

In the end, the man would have preferred the intoxicating 

joys and other torments of governance. But those who have 

sought power with the aim of exercising it rather than possessing 

it know that their desire to move the lines comes up against an 

implacable principle from the very first week: that of reality. 

In politics, one calculates, but once at the controls, one 

manages the fires. And at the moment, fires are very dangerous in 

a world that is catching fire a little quickly, for nothing, just like 

disasters.  
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When Marc Antoine Théron arrived full of certainties, he 

understood that we can't be bothered when we decide, and that we 

need to hold on to our hearts if we want to keep our convictions 

in the face of the violence of what the weight of "responsibility" 

holds in store for us. 

In short, he does not despair of leaving a memory other than 

that of "President COVID". After having suffered the first waves, 

the state finally imposed a real leadership in the face of COVID 

21 and France is not doing too badly, but like everyone else, he 

knows this precarious balance. 

In a room set up at his own expense in the private apart-

ments of the palace where the president lives, he is in the middle 

of his "Personal Hour". As the press often says, "On a day, I sleep 

four hours a night, I take one for myself, and there are 19 hours 

left for France. Without that, I would go crazy, I think.  

The style of the room is minimalist, resembling a large stu-

dent studio summarily decorated with a sofa, a few modern can-

vases and a superb kitchen. The dashing thirty-five-year-old has 

finished his 20 minutes of intensive sports, showered, and is cook-

ing duck breasts while playing his favorite game, darts. He throws 

the small pro shots at a large wooden target. At the same time, 

he's getting his ass kicked in internet chess, playing with 2 part-

ners from all over the world who have no idea who their opponent 

is...  

In the background, the reading of a parliamentary report on 

"The possibilities of updating the tax system in Monaco".  

The whole thing, in underpants. 

In the manner of his counterpart Thomasson, the unfortu-

nate acting president of the NUSA, who annexed Delaware to kill, 

de facto, a tax haven on his own territory in these times of crisis, 

the French president thought in the greatest secrecy, to annex the 

Principality of Monaco to impose a taxation up to the income of 

the inhabitants mil-lions. A minefield, but in the end, the chal-

lenge amuses him, and the world is kindly and finally taking this 

direction.   

In short, a personal hour that he would have liked as peace-

ful as constructive. It was without counting the events of this so 

particular eve of the NUSA elections. 
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Mark Antony, I guess you're not asleep, it's a mess, I don't 
know what's going on, half the government wants to 
reach you in person and sends me away. 
 

Marc Antoine, the assault does not go well on Cham-bord, 
I cross and I arrive at the Elysée. 
 

Good evening Marc Antoine, problem in Touraine, attack 
on soldiers in Blois. I propose an emergency meeting at 
the Élysée. 
 

Mr. President, my services had alerted you to the Darwin-
ian risk. They are going on a raid again. I am at your dis-
posal for a crisis meeting at the Élysée.  
 

In the space of a minute, his ultra-secure laptop, his two 

computers and his iPad were ringing, while someone was knock-

ing on his door. 

Sigh, smile.  

Since he set up his "personal hour”, he never could live one 

without being disturbed. 

— Come on, it's starting... 

Putting on his sports pants, he walks to the door and reads 

his messages, the first one coming from his own chief of staff: 

 

 

TXT – 11:41 pm – Peter McGee Dir Cab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TXT – 11:41 pm - Ghislain Poizat interior Ministry  

 

 

 

 
 

TXT – 11:41pm - Robard Ingrid Matignon 

 

 

 

 

 

TXT – 11:42 pm - Véronique Lagrange Dir DGSI 
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Good evening Mr. PR, fighting on the territory with auto-
matic weapons, gendarmerie aircraft destroyed, proposes 
an emergency meeting at the Élysée. 
 

Robard+Poizat OK Élysée. The others in visio and you 
throw me a big "calm down". 
 
 

TXT – 11:42 pm - Guerroui Nassim Defence Ministry 

 

 

 

  

 

 

— But they all piss me off... why are they still obsessed 

with helping him "Go to the Elysée"? They want the job? And 

they still don't know about visio, damn it? 

Opening the door of his private lair, the young president 

shows nothing less than a certain annoyance. He mumbles, with-

out looking up, and writes a text message. 

 

 

TXR – 11 :42 pm - MAT, destinataire Peter McGee Dir Cab 

 

 

 

 

—  Kids, and this country is starting to break them to want 

to have meetings every 5 minutes! So, what then? 

— Your fig jam, Mr. President. 

— Huh?  

An impeccably dressed butler is holding a small cup over-

flowing with fig jam, in which a small spoon is stuck, straight up. 

— ... for the duck breasts. Your request from earlier. 

The president as two flank rounds. 

— ... ah yes, sorry! Thank you! Thank you very much. Say, 

make me open a meeting room, will you? Tell the box that Poizat 

and Robard are coming. 

— It'll be done right away... Mr. President, there are whis-

pers in the steward's office, you know how it is... Shall I ask your 

strategic cabinet to open the Jupiter room? 

— No, it would still give the press a good reason to call me 

that, open a lounge with a PC communication. Uh... Hold on, 

would you? 

New text message that falls into his official phone: 
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Dear Mr. President, I allow myself a breach of protocol 
by direct contact, because the acting President of the 
USA Sir Thomasson is trying to reach you urgently. The 
untraceable Archie Sandwill would be on our territory 
and accompanied by the former president ALM. I think 
the source is reliable. We can quickly imagine what this 
implies, he suggests you to contact him. 
 

 

TXT – 11:43 pm - Maupas de Vimont quai d'Orsay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sideration.  

The young president remains frozen in front of his screen. 

He ends up shrugging his shoulders and throwing: 

— Funny, that! Usually I have only one real cataclysm per 

week, tonight it seems that I have two at the same time. It's going 

to be hectic. 

— Can I come in, Mr. President? From what I see, the ma-

grets are going to be overcooked. 

Smile. The President is always amazed by the profession-

alism of the Élysée Palace staff, which commands respect. 

— Take them to the agents on duty outside. Give them a 

feast and tell them it's from the... from....  "de la coopérative Jolie 

Terre et Beau Manger" who sent us this. We're not going to waste 

it while people are starving outside.  

— We are taking care of it. So, finally, Jupiter?   

Sigh, the young president gives up. 

— My ministers love to make selfies. I'm going to put my 

suit back on and come down. 

 

 

11:42 pm, 

Entrance hall of the Tuffeau Clinic 

Edge of the village of Mosnes, in the outskirts of Amboise. 

 

 

Silence.  

Actually, no. Not exactly. 
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More like vague and foggy sounds, as if hearing had trou-

ble coming back. 

And now a shrill whistle that rips my eardrums. 

It felt like every bone in my body was vibrating. Like a gi-

gantic slap, or a wall being hit hard, or a fall to the ground that 

takes your breath away. At first I hear vague, pasty words, but 

finally I emerge: 

— Froggy, can you shoot? Good job, my boy for our ALM! 

Hey?! My favorite little frenchie, you don't recognize your Mar-

garet anymore? 

Back on earth: she holds out one hand to me and pulls me 

with such strength that I'm standing there.  

On the ground, an unsightly mixture of ALM and vocifer-

ous Archie Sand-will is lying on a wheelchair on the ground. 

— Margaret... Thank you, but... you destroyed my ear-

drums. 

— Pff! The French, they always bitch and it's never stupid! 

What do you prefer? To have the arrow stuck in your backside? 

she says, pointing to the deadly projectile stuck in a waiting room 

chair, a meter behind me. 

— Margaret, I'd rather go home and see my fa-mille, if 

you've forgotten. Come on, help me get them up, they look whole.   

Obviously, I spoke very loudly when I answered, even 

Mar-garet jumped. 

With the 50 caliber she has in her hands - the enormous Hé-

cate II rifle we had stolen from the CHU soldiers - Margaret fired 

at three Darwinians who were coming at us from behind, firing 

the enormous 12.7 mm diameter projectiles at the height of my 

eardrums. 

A deflagration like lightning. It fired only two shots: the 

first one took the skull of the leading man, and the other one 

pierced the two following buttocks. 

Behind the bodies, the white walls are scarlet.  

On reflection, they are not men. 

They are women. Winter forces them to dress warmly. But 

their loose clothing seems to give them a lot of mobility. The car-

casses are full, one still has her bow in her hand. At their belt, 

various edged weapons. 
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I realize that the only qualification I can give to these 

women is that they are warriors. Eyes open, their eyes empty, one 

notes however on these twisted and tortured faces, a desire to fight 

still as marked as before death mowed them down. Surprised, 

even bewildered, I quickly rethink myself by realizing that with-

out Sandwill's text message, I would no longer be here to allow 

myself to feel sorry for these three women. 

— Froggy, is it OK, Mr. ALM's heart attack? 

— Yes, he's breathing almost like a big one, I'm bluffed, he 

recovers very quickly. 

— Great, but you talk too loudly, stop shouting, Froggy! 

Okay, candidates, you go behind these overturned desks. And 

you, Frog, I'm going to give you a rifle in addition to your gun. 

Cover our backs, and you barricade the two corridors with chairs, 

desks, whatever you want!  

Reassured.  

Sacred Margaret. Without losing sight of the corridors and 

wondering if they're going to spit up more Darwinians, I start pull-

ing rows of waiting room chairs to obstruct access through the 

corridors. Margaret covers me for a moment, and outside, the 

shooting resumes. 

— Sylvio and Stefania will hold them off, but we don't have 

enough bullets to last all night. 

Archie Sandwill, holding his back, the air broken in two, 

asks, while raising ALM and his oxygen bottle:   

— Well, Margaret, couldn't we go back with our rescue 

truck? They're just wooden arrows, aren't they? With which these 

amazons shoot?  

— Not that easy, Mr. Sandwill... The truck's got so many 

arrows stuck in it, it's a hedgehog now. And the tires are flat... It's 

no joke out there, Mr. Sandwill... Robin Hood is like Mary Pop-

pins compared to those wild girls. 

— What are we going to do about it?  

— As always, sir... we call the cavalry! answers Margaret 

by grabbing Silvio's phone. I hope that the cavalry is not sleep-

ing...    

As for me, piling up a whole bunch of things to finish bar-

ricading the entrance hall of the clinic, I listen to them to make 

sure that my hearing comes back, tending my ear to this 
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conversation from afar, wondering how I'm going to finally es-

cape from this hell. 

I look down the hallway, facing me. 

Empty. 

I have a gun. 

Margaret.  

Margaret has other things to do than run after me. She 

knows I won't hurt them. When she sees me running, she'll prob-

ably let me go, thinking I've done my fair share of the job. 

Maybe it's time to take a chance. 

Margaret won't shoot me in the back. 

But she will. I know, I feel like I have no interest in doing 

this. Over these crazy hours, I realized that this nameless hell was 

coming to life through these two men, who are supposed, perhaps 

tomorrow, to be taken to the highest offices in a democracy that 

will have great need of them. And beyond the verse about democ-

racy, I feel in my gut that if I walk away from Margaret, I'm going 

to lose my best shield against what's waiting for me out there. 

ALM pulls me out of my thoughts when he says, looking 

at the Sandwill phone he always has in his hand.  

— Margaret? Do you think I answer? This is Urulala, re-

questing a video call. Look, I think she might help.  

And he hands the camera to Margaret, who displays the sat-

ellite photos taken above the clinic, with the tiny silhouettes that 

make up the seat all around. 

 — Mr Former President ALM, oh yeah! Answer the phone 

for me! I need to call... the General Grant...  

 

     

Departmental road D951, around 11:43 pm, 

Indre-et-Loire, on the outskirts of the city of Blois, 

At high speed 

 

  

The crazy race of vehicles towing their bike harnesses has 

started again. Sagen waits, suffers. Impossible to get new bikes in 

Thomasson. Impossible to know more before arriving at the tar-

get. 

He will see well on the spot. 
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Ringing, phone call to the famous Cricri, who picks up the 

phone. Driving with only one hand because of his injury, he sig-

nals to Sagen to stick the phone on his ear, who does so:  

— Hello, Bettina? How long will it take? Well, come on, 

I'll say... 30 minutes maximum, if we drive at this speed and the 

army doesn't slow us down... No, I go hunting around here from 

time to time, there are no roadblocks. At the worst, we will pass a 

car. Go to all of them and tell the troops not to shoot at all costs 

when we arrive, we must take the guy alive. Call Anaïs and Syl-

vine, it is necessary that we see where they are before arriving. 

Do you want me to check on Chambord? Okay, I'll do that. 

— The Yank? Hold the steering wheel, I'll call. I don't like 

you touching that phone. 

Forced to nod, Sagen bends in half to take the steering 

wheel away from you, while Cricri plays the piano, in vain:  

— Fuck, five phone calls and it's ringing off the hook, I 

don't like that. 

— Do you think we should turn back? 

Cricri, putting her phone away, answers him, as if that an-

swer, full of meaning, was obvious.   

— It's Darwinian, man! Beagle has gone too far. But I 

swear, whatever happens... we're ready for anything. Absolutely 

anything. 

 

 

A few moments later, and about 27 kilometers away,  

around the Tuffeau clinic, in the woods, 

Edge of the village of Mosnes, in the outskirts of Amboise. 

 

 

The night is dark. The silence is heavy. As if the passing 

waves were waiting for only one thing, for those terrible explo-

sions to happen again, when the heavy weapon shoots, sowing 

terror. 

Anaïs, the Darwinian huntress, hiding behind an embank-

ment and a row of trees, waves her hand to her twin sister, also 

hidden ten meters away. They parted when a shot from the clinic 

exploded the trunk of a young tree next to them, which then fell 

on them.  
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The whole group swore in a low voice as they pulled them-

selves out of the pile of branches. 

The shooter is as vicious as he is clever. There is the Italian 

screamer who wields his light rifle and takes part in the siege, but 

the terrifying and heavy noise of this devastating rifle is system-

atically associated with damage: no bullets are wasted. What is 

left of the hunting party has dispersed and concealed itself, and 

the attack from behind is obviously a bitter failure. The legendary 

hunters, who always bring back game, have fallen on a prey that 

keeps its lair preciously. 

The further apart they are from each other, the better. Furi-

ous, and to signify that they are still there, one of them, lying on 

her back, shot an arrow in a bell-shaped trajectory towards the 

sky, which fell not far from the entrance of the building.  

The shooter must have seen his hand protruding from the 

embankment, fired at ground level, and reduced it to lint. 

Status quo. 

Vibration in a pocket. Anais, lying down, whispers loudly 

enough to be heard by her sister. 

— Sylvine?  It's Bettina! 

— Well answer! 

— I say what, we made shit while attacking! 

— Well that's how it is, it's the hazards of the hunt! You're 

telling the truth! 

— What am I saying? That we keep the place? 

— Pick up the phone! You tell him that we're holding the 

position, but that we're getting shot. But they're trapped and we've 

smashed their truck! 

— Okay, okay, okay...  

— Hello Bettina? Yes, it's holding... but hurry up. Are as 

dangerous as we are in there! 

 

  


